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I Y G G A H CU E L U KS E S
X E D H M A A SN I 0 Y E EU

— G —
-Precedes unemployment insurance (10) 
-This train has gone to the dogs (5) 
-Should be a vai 1ab1e 
at the cafeteria (6)

by Lloyd Daye 
and Michael Cormier G H E ZI P V R KN C I IN L

G A C CK P R S U E D TE D A
RULES

Find the word which best suits 
the clue. The word begins with the 
letter above the clue you are dealing 
with. The number after each clue 
gives the number of letters in the 
word. When you get the word, try to 
find it in the box of letters. Circle 
the letters in the word. After all 
words . have been found the quiz 
word will remain.

R IR N R A U M S s I 0s R V
A D L P 0 G HI E 0 0 M S uT— H —

-Creator of another world (12) 
-Oxrut oilzy (10)
-Not always the best policy (7)

D I P 0 G Y QH S Y M M U E E
U N M T A I I A N R R A R AE
A G 0 N R A C N 0 N N A C N S

-this finger always points to the 
back of the book (5)

T L C L F I M S I M I S S E P
-A—
-Associate in crime (9)
-The bayers cross on every one (7) 
-Ass (9)

I E C H D C C A Z HI L I E I
— K—
-Fibrous protein in the hair (7) 0 M A E N I TAR E K P 0 0 R

NAP I R 0 U T T E I B T IE
-L-— B —

-Latest release “Silk Degrees” (9)
Y Y V A R G-Pledge ti*ee sunlight ade (5) R A V 0 L E M 0 N

-Q-
-The number of times one quantity 
is contained in another (8)

—V—
-Canadian dollar has lost a lot 
of this (5)

— M —
-Army’s longest month (5) 
-Canada’s resources are suffering 
from this (6)

—C—
-The power to see things not 
present to the senses (12)

-Cape Breton party (7)
-You can find one at the citadel (6( 
-Fight, Playing, Christmas game (4)

-Ft—
-His face is on Mt. Rushmore (9) —Z—

-Japanese fighter bomber (4)— N —
-Densest part of a comet’s head (7) —S-

-Disney’s D.A. (6):
-A group of signs and symptoms 
that occur together and characterize Quizword Clue: 
a particular abnormality (8)
-This is against the law (7)

— D—
-Foster Brooks disease (10) *

— P—
-A coarse dark rye bread (12) 
-Spinning about on tiptoe (9)
-A temper of mind which looks on 
the dark side of things (9) 
-Christmas is a good time to 
remember these people (4)

— E—
-Ultimate state of inert uniformity

SMU Journal lacks this (11)

(7)
T— F—

-Prime Minister of Australia (6) 
-Well fed feline (6)

-What you are doing 
right now (8) Last week’s Quizword :

Wolfman Jack

The Oxfordian Lunch Bucket
What do you mean? 
I have no idea.

by Alan McHughen
All right. I swore I’d never write 

another Lunch Bucket, but in a 
drunken stupor was coerced into 
changing my (feeble) mind. The 
editor of this paper, in his/her 
(delete as appropriate) infinite 
wisdom / stupidity (delete wisdom) 
decided that it would be nice to 
have at least one more Lunch 
Bucket.

I" notice only a few superficial 
changes in the cafeteria after my 
three month absence, such as 
increased prices. Things are ba
sically the same: Frank Portwhatziz 
(the Food* Manager) still drools at 
the sound of the cash register bell; 
the servers still have difficulty 
picking out the grains of rice with

legs and the cashiers can still 
charge four different people with 
the same meal four different prices.

But the most convincing was 
seeing the “Out of Order” sign on 
the dollar changer.

People tell me that the food is 
somewhat better this year. And I 
readily believe them. It certainly 
couldn’t get any worse.

I found only three letters in my 
box to answer this week, may be 
because no one knows I’m back to 
write this thing. Anyway, I have a 
sneaky suspicion they were written 
by the same person, as the writing 
style is similar in each and, 
besides, they were all on the same 
piece of paper. Before going to 
them, I would like to announce that

Ï
. No.

Not that I know of.
Nothing. (I hope.)
I trust this satisfies your curiosity.

'
|psi*pijfe. ' _ : Dear Lunch Bucket,

The beef stew is horrible. Saga 
puts too much spice and too many 
bouillon cubes in it.

«à

Hot Mouth
Hot Mouth? Yes. Well. Look at it 

this way: if not for the spices and 
bouillon cubes, you would be 
consuming a bowl of usually 
not-even-hot water. You should be 
satisfied with what you’re NOT 
getting. S
Dear Lunch Bucket,

Why is milk sold only in those 
containers and not sold from the 
bulk machine?

Dal Photo/Walsh
After his first term at Oxford, Alan 
McHughen has returned to grace 
the pages of the Gazette with a 
sample of the prose that made him 
famous.

Milk Drinker
I would assume that only bulk is 

sold from the bulk machines. I 
answered this question last year 
when the switch was made. Or 
don’t you remember? (stupid). Well, 
for the benefit of those who were 
not here last year, let me explain. 
The milk in the bulk containers 
tends to go bad if not used, 
(logical?) And since the pressure of 
output drops off considerably as 

■the supply depletes, people think 
it’s empty when, in fact, it actually 
contains a few drops. These drops 
add up after awhile and the 
resulting cost in wastage is prohibi
tive. These are the official reasons. 
The real reason is that everyone 
would fill up their cup, drink it and 
fill it again. Thus getting value for 
their money. You can’t expect Saga 
to put up with that, can you? Milk 
provided in the small cartons 
decimates this wastage problem, 
since most students (not all) don’t 
have the jam to drain a container of 
milk, put it back and take another. 
Happy now?

That's it for this year (one 
column—big deal). Merry Christ
mas!

*>
* letters to me may be left in the 

suggestion box in the cafeteria. 
And since Ms. Beal took over as 
chairperson of the food committee,
I have been able (?) to broaden my 
scope to cover the entire University. 
So if the response is favourable, the 
original Lunch Bucket will continue 
(to waste your time). Now the 
letters:

» * • TPIZZAS - 9” 12” 15” 18
PEPPERONI, SALAMI, MUSHROOM 

HAMBURG, GREEN PEPPER, ONION, BACON

SPAGHETTI & LASAGNA 
FULLY LICENSED DINING ROOM

x

FREE DELIVERY Dear Box,
What is going on? Your column is 

only in the Gazette once in awhile. 
Why the new picture in the paper? 
Did you shave your mustache? Did 
you have a sex and name change? 
What happened to your sense of 
humour? Please answer these ques
tions.

\

429-0241
|OU ID* COUPOtKOUPONCOUPOMCOUPONCOUPCWCOUPOKCOUPOW COUPON

6092 QUINPOOL ROAD, | 50<£ OFF
HALIFAX

! Concerned Student2PER PIZZA !I EAT IN OR PICK UP ONLY 0
COqPOHCOUPONCOVPONCOUPONCQW FTNCOUPONCOUPOM COtlPW couro5 Of course I’ll answer your ques

tions^ In order:
*
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